Trustee and photographer for the Eisenhower Foundation.

DESCRIPTION: Interview #1. Personal background; early involvement with Eisenhower Foundation; Charlie Harger; Samuel Heller; photography work for the Foundation; Milton Eisenhower; Milton’s work as a liaison for the Foundation with DDE; Emmett Graham; early discussions on what the Foundation should accomplish, 1944; DDE’s suggestion for a citizenship education program; Albert Reed; Joyce Hall; Harry Darby; Early Schaefer; early fundraising attempts by Foundation; Eisenhower family reaction to the proposed Memorial; Foundation’s efforts for community involvement during DDE’s visits to Abilene; Garrison’s involvement with the Foundation during the 1950s and 1960’s; DDE’s 1952 Homecoming; Charlie Case; recollections of changes in DDE’s health during the 1960’s; C.A. Scupin; relationship between DDE and Foundation members; Earl Endacott; James Hagerty; Robert Schulz; involvement of corporations with the Foundation since Memorial was transferred to the federal government; Donald Hall; personal biography; Howard Funk; recollections of Eisenhower family; George Etherington; comments on Milton Eisenhower as president of Kansas State University.

[Eisenhower Library Oral History project, interview by David Horrocks, 1975]